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Searches are under way in Advanced LIGO and Virgo data for persistent gravitational waves
from continuous sources, e.g. rapidly rotating galactic neutron stars, and stochastic sources, e.g.
relic gravitational waves from the Big Bang or superposition of distant astrophysical events such as
mergers of black holes or neutron stars. These searches can be degraded by the presence of narrow
spectral artifacts (lines) due to instrumental or environmental disturbances. We describe a variety
of methods used for finding, identifying and mitigating these artifacts, illustrated with particular
examples. Results are provided in the form of lists of line artifacts that can safely be treated as
non-astrophysical. Such lists are used to improve the efficiencies and sensitivities of continuous
and stochastic gravitational wave searches by allowing vetoes of false outliers and permitting data
cleaning.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent detections of transient gravitational waves
(GWs) from the merger of binary black holes and of bi-
nary neutron stars opened a new field of observational
GW astronomy [1, 2]. The near future may also bring
the discovery by the LIGO and Virgo detectors of persis-
tent gravitational waves.
Persistent sources of long-duration GWs can be
broadly classified as continuous wave (CW) sources,
which have a deterministic phase evolution, and a
stochastic gravitational-wave background (SGWB), for
which the signal is intrinsically random. The canon-
ical sources for CWs (see [3] for a review) are non-
axisymmetric rotating neutron stars, emitting long-
lasting and nearly monochromatic waves. When observed
from Earth, these waves will be frequency-modulated due
to the Doppler effect produced by the daily rotation and
orbital motion of the Earth around the Sun. The SGWB
is a superposition of many astrophysical and cosmological
GW sources. Astrophysical sources are reviewed in [4].
Cosmological sources of the SGWB include cosmic string
networks [5–8], inflation [9–16], phase transitions [17–19],
and the pre-Big Bang scenario [20–23]. For reviews of
3search methods for the SGWB, see [24, 25].
CW and SGWB searches look for long-duration sig-
nals, and are affected by different types of noise than
those affecting short-duration searches. While com-
pact binary coalescence and burst searches are degraded
mainly by short-duration glitches (such as those de-
scribed in [26–28]), CW and SGWB searches are mainly
affected by long-lived peaks in the frequency spectra, es-
pecially narrow peaks, typically referred to as lines. CW
searches can be degraded because their signals are intrin-
sically highly narrow-band, while SGWB searches can be
degraded because of the tendency of a subset of instru-
mental lines in the two detectors to lie so close to each
other that they exhibit spurious coherence between the
detectors.
This problem presents two main detector characteri-
zation tasks for long-duration searches: first, to identify
line artifacts that are non-astrophysical in origin, allow-
ing them to be flagged as noise; and, second, to deter-
mine the cause of those artifacts when possible in order to
guide efforts to remove them at the detector sites. Spec-
tral lines that affect the CW and the SGWB searches
are typically quite narrow (high Q-factor, i.e., the ratio
of peak frequency to line width) during a given coherent
integration time. This focuses investigations for noise
sources onto electronic components and mechanical com-
ponents with high Q-factor resonances, and eliminating,
for example, mechanical components with damped me-
chanical resonances.
In this report, we describe tools and methods used
for data quality investigations relevant to long-duration
searches, and provide examples of issues faced in the
first two Advanced LIGO observing runs, O1 and O2.
The paper is organized as follows: section II summarizes
the effects that noise has on the searches for persistent
GWs; section III briefly introduces LIGO data and noise
sources; section IV gives examples of different noise cou-
pling mechanisms to the GW channel; section V summa-
rizes data analysis tools used for noise characterization;
section VI presents results from noise sources that were
investigated and mitigated during O1 and O2; and sec-
tion VII describes the procedures used to generate line
lists for vetoing noise outliers.
Finally, we note that all of the methods presented here
can be applied to both LIGO and Virgo detectors. We
will focus, however, on data quality applied to the LIGO
detectors only, as, at the time of this writing, there is
significantly more Advanced LIGO observational data,
which is needed for persistent GW searches.
II. EFFECTS OF NOISE ON CW AND SGWB
SEARCHES
Spectral artifacts can degrade analyses that search for
long-duration signals in different ways. Artifacts can lead
search pipelines to return spurious outliers, which require
laborious follow-up. Furthermore, if there is a putative
GW signal at a frequency corresponding or nearby to a
spectral artifact, then the signal power is obscured. For
those analyses that rely on combining data from different
detectors (e.g. cross-correlation or coherently combining
data), then detection of signals overlapping with common
detector artifacts may be impossible. On the other hand,
some searches may be able to cope with an artifact if it
occurs in just one detector.
Continuous GWs from spinning neutron stars are
nearly monochromatic, with nearly constant signal fre-
quency in the Solar System barycenter. When projected
into the frame of a detector located on Earth, the sig-
nal is Doppler shifted into many frequency bins. Con-
versely, a narrow, stationary spectral artifact in the de-
tector frame will impact many frequency bins when data
is projected into the frame of the Solar System barycen-
ter. For searches of a signal from a known pulsar with
a given ephemeris, the impact of these artifacts is less
than the impact on an all-sky search for unknown neu-
tron stars (which may also be located in a binary sys-
tem). In extreme cases, an all-sky search may be blind
to a wide region of parameter space for a particular fre-
quency range.
Searches for a stochastic GW background rely on cross-
correlating GW strain channel data from multiple de-
tectors and looking for excess power. Excess cross-
correlation requires a stable phase between the two chan-
nels at a given frequency, and, thus, many single-detector
artifacts are not found in the cross-correlation analysis.
Correlated noise that causes excess power in the cross-
correlation analysis, however, is excised from the analysis
entirely by setting that frequency bin to zero before inte-
gration in the case of the standard search for a broadband
SGWB. This reduces the search sensitivity by a factor
∼
√
Nb
Na
where Nb is the number of frequency bins before
notching and Na is the number of frequency bins after
notching. In directed, narrow-band searches [42] we do
not search for GWs at frequencies of known instrumental
lines.
For both CW and SGWB searches, lists of known
instrumental artifacts are created following the end of
an observing run (further details are provided in sec-
tion VII). Then, depending on the search, these lists are
used to: 1) clean the data before analysis by removing
the affected data in the Fourier domain and replacing it
with Gaussian noise measured in the nearby frequency
bins; 2) avoid specific frequencies in analyses that are
impacted by the artifacts; or 3) reject outliers that are
clearly caused by the detector artifacts. This lets the
analysis focus computational resources on regions of pa-
rameter space that are not degraded by spectral features.
If a search pipeline returns a signal candidate which does
not coincide with any known artifact, more detailed in-
vestigations are needed in order to assert that the signal
cannot be produced by an artifact.
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FIG. 1. Locations of most auxiliary sensors at LIGO Liv-
ingston Observatory (LHO shares a similar layout). The gray
dashed lines separate the End X and End Y Stations, which
are located at the end of the 4 km arms, from the Corner Sta-
tion building, located at the vertex of the detector. All sta-
tions contain an electronics room (encased by purple points
in the diagram), where the computers that control the inter-
ferometer are housed.
III. LIGO DATA AND NOISE SOURCES FOR
SEARCHES OF PERSISTENT GRAVITATIONAL
WAVES
The first Advanced LIGO observing run (O1) took
place between 12 September 2015 and 12 January 2016,
while the second Advanced LIGO observing run (O2)
took place between 30 November 2016 and 25 August
2017. The Advanced LIGO detectors are located in Han-
ford, Washington (H1), and Livingston, Louisiana (L1).
The LIGO detectors are dual-recycled Michelson inter-
ferometers with Fabry-Perot arm cavities of ≈4 km (see
[29] for a review of the Advanced LIGO detectors config-
uration).
LIGO detector data is typically characterized as sta-
tionary, Gaussian noise, but non-Gaussian detector ar-
tifacts are also present in LIGO data, e.g., occasional,
short-duration transients (“glitches”) and long-duration
narrow lines. Searches for transient GW signals will usu-
ally avoid analyzing times when a glitch occurs, while
searches for persistent GW signals avoid analyzing data
in frequency bands where narrow lines are present. This
enables either type of search to consider the detector
noise data to be essentially Gaussian.
While most lines in detector data are stationary, some
of the lines have time-varying behavior (often called wan-
dering lines), which can degrade detector sensitivity over
a larger range of frequencies and increase the difficulty
of distinguishing these artifacts from astrophysical sig-
nals when searching for a persistent signal from differ-
ent sky locations. Some lines occur in a distinct pat-
tern known as a comb, with even-spacing in frequency
between each tooth (each single line) of the comb. Tooth
frequencies are given by fn = fo +n ∗ δf , where fo is the
offset (from 0 Hz) of the comb, δf is the spacing, and
n is an integer. These combs are associated with linear
or non-linear coupling of non-sinusoidal sources or with
non-linear coupling of sinusoidal sources. A comb can
also be recognized by a common time-dependent behav-
ior of the teeth in the comb. The Fourier coefficients of
a comb in the frequency domain can be used to uncover
the time-domain waveform and help identify the source
of the comb.
Lines and combs can have time-dependent behavior as
the configuration of the detector changes, especially dur-
ing periods of commissioning and maintenance. Some
lines and combs have high amplitude and can be iden-
tified using only a short amount of data. Others have
low amplitude and may only become evident with long
integration time. Long integration time is also useful
to better constrain the central frequency and width of a
given line or to find the spacing of a comb.
A schematic diagram showing locations of vacuum
chambers, main interferometer optics, and most of the
Physical Environment Monitoring (PEM) sensors of the
L1 detector can be seen in figure 1 (H1 has a similar lay-
out). PEM sensors include, for example, accelerometers,
microphones, temperature sensors, magnetometers, seis-
mometers, etc. PEM sensors, particularly magnetome-
ters, are often helpful in determining the causes of nar-
row spectral artifacts because they witness local noise
sources that may couple to the main GW channel, and
the PEM sensors do not witness GW signals (except in
cases of complicated cross-coupling mechanisms, which
can be identified using signal injections). Other auxil-
iary channels may also be useful in the same way.
Some of the lines observed in an amplitude spectral
density of the detector data are well-understood: for ex-
ample, 60 Hz power mains, mechanical resonances of mir-
ror suspensions known as “violin modes” (see figure 2),
calibration lines, and simulated GW signals known as
“hardware injections”. Other lines are less understood
and require considerable investigation to determine their
nature.
The majority of instrumental lines that degrade CW
searches have Q-factors in excess of ∼103. This is,
in part, because the astrophysical sources targeted by
these searches have high intrinsic Q-factors, and Doppler
broadening caused the Earth’s orbital velocity does not
decrease the Q-factor to less than ∼104.
Similarly, the instrumental lines that have produced
correlations between sites, degrading searches for SGWB,
have also had high Q-factors. This is because the correla-
tions are produced not by single sources affecting both of
the widely-separated sites, but rather by similar sources
at each site that are correlated only because they produce
5FIG. 2. Noise-weighted averaged ASD showing the first har-
monic violin mode region for H1 (red trace) and L1 (blue
trace) for the O1 observing run.
signals at the same, or nearly the same, frequency. Some
correlated lines are due to electronic sources at each site
that are set to the same frequency, controlled by a single
clock (GPS), which also controls the timing of the data
acquisition systems. These lines have Q-factors that are,
in principle, infinite. When the frequencies are not ex-
actly the same at each of the sites, the maximum width
of the instrumental lines that can produce correlations is
associated with the duration of the data segments used in
the cross-correlations and the line amplitude. The typ-
ical length of Fourier-transformed data segments is 60 s
long and the lowest Q-factor lines that have produced
inter-site correlations are the power mains-related lines
with Q-factors of ∼103 (the LIGO sites are on different
power grids that are not synchronized).
The primary source of lines with sufficiently high Q-
factors degrading both CW and SGWB analyses are pro-
cesses controlled by electronic clocks or oscillators. This
includes digital processes, analog electronics, and me-
chanical processes controlled by electronic clocks, e.g.,
stepper motors. Most mechanical systems do not have Q-
factors above 103 and so do not directly contaminate the
searches by causing additional outliers, but instead de-
grade the sensitivity of these searches. The main excep-
tions are mechanical systems that are designed to have
high Q-factors in order to concentrate noise in a narrow
frequency band, like the “violin” suspension modes.
Monitoring the frequencies associated with electronic
systems is thus the main way we detect the sources of
problematic instrumental lines. Monitoring each individ-
ual electronic component in the complex electronic sys-
tem of LIGO would be difficult. Instead, we attempt to
monitor multiple electronic systems at once, using flux-
gate magnetometers (Bartington Mag-03 series, with sen-
sitivities of about 5× 10−12 T). The magnetometers are
placed in the experimental areas and especially in im-
FIG. 3. Method of monitoring electronic components and ca-
bles for frequencies of instrumental lines found in the data.
A Bartington fluxgate magnetometer (Mag-03 MCES100) is
mounted on the horizontal white PVC pipe in the back of an
electronics rack containing electronics that control the posi-
tion of important optics. If the magnetometer detects fields
from currents varying at the same frequency as an instru-
mental line, the source of the line may be in the vicinity. In
addition to helping with searches for sources of line artifacts,
the magnetometer can indicate that a spectral line is not as-
trophysical in origin.
portant electronics racks in the electronics rooms (see
figure 3). These magnetometers can detect even low-
amplitude periodic currents controlled by oscillators and
clocks that can produce high Q-factor line artifacts (de-
tecting as low as 5 × 10−5 A at 1 m from long wires or
traces).
The process of addressing lines or combs typically pro-
ceeds in three steps: identification of noise in the GW
strain channel, data analysis to determine properties of
the noise (precise frequency, other sensors that may wit-
ness the noise, start or end times, etc.) which may sug-
gest a cause, and on-site investigations or interventions
to mitigate the noise at its source (more details are given
in section VI). This process is often iterative and exper-
imental. Work on site is limited by available time, and
also by the risk of interventions creating new problems,
so noise sources are typically prioritized for follow-up by
their strength, pervasiveness (number of bins contam-
inated), and the ease of addressing the most probable
cause of the noise. Lines which are not identified or can-
not be mitigated during an observing run are cataloged
afterward; this is not ideal, but it does aid searches in
cleaning data and rejecting outliers.
Mitigation efforts can prove challenging. In many
cases, low-level spectral artifacts and combs are not vis-
ible in short-duration Fourier transforms. Only by per-
forming averages over many days to weeks of data, do
these features become obvious; hence it can take of order
days to weeks of new data collection to determine if a
6mitigation attempt has improved the data or not. Unin-
tended configuration changes that lead to line generation
can also take time to appear, be tracked down and miti-
gated. As a result, significant epochs of a data run can be
badly contaminated in some spectral bands, even when
those bands are relatively clean at the start of the run.
As can be seen in figure 4, the amplitude spectral den-
sity (ASD) of L1 and H1 exhibit different line artifacts
and have somewhat different noise floors, explained in
part by different configuration choices and by different
environmental influences [30]. As a result, the couplings
and the noise sources are different, and the lines and
combs that need to be followed and eliminated differ be-
tween the detectors, although some common artifacts can
be studied jointly. This figure also shows the improve-
ment in data quality for long-duration searches from O1
data to O2 data, because of the investigation and mitiga-
tion activities described in section VI. We show the spec-
trum only between 20-2000 Hz, over which the searches
for persistent GW are typically performed.
IV. NOISE COUPLING MECHANISMS TO THE
GRAVITATIONAL WAVE CHANNEL
A. Coupling through shared power and grounds
Most of the mitigated lines in Initial and Advanced
LIGO have coupled through shared power supplies. An
electronic component draws current at a particular fre-
quency from a power supply, which results in a small
periodic drop in voltage. If a sensitive piece of electron-
ics, such as an optic actuator driver or analog-to-digital
converter, shares the power supply, the frequency can be
imprinted on a signal controlling alignment of an optic,
for example, and thus causes a coupling to the interferom-
eter light. This imprinting may happen, if, for example,
a gain or offset in the sensitive equipment varies with the
voltage from the power supply. The solution has been to
place the source of the periodic current draw on a sepa-
rate power supply. This has led us to attempt to better
regulate power, and to isolate noise-sensitive electronics
on separate power supplies, but this is sometimes difficult
to do in practice.
Coupling through shared grounds is a similar mecha-
nism. Even when the source of the periodic current draw
is on a separate power supply from the sensitive elec-
tronics, the source may affect the sensitive electronics by
producing periodic voltage variation in shared grounds.
B. Coupling through magnetic or electrostatic
fields
Another common coupling mechanism has been direct
coupling of magnetic fields to sensitive control systems
or signals. For example, we have observed fields from
switching power supplies coupling magnetically to sig-
nals passing through analog-to-digital converters. We
have also observed 60 Hz mains magnetic fields coupling
directly to permanent magnets that are mounted on cer-
tain optics for actuation. However, in Advanced LIGO,
our main magnetic coupling is through cables and con-
nectors. Mitigation efforts have included separating ca-
bles, smaller actuation magnets, electrostatic actuation,
active cancellation, reducing stray fields, and separating
sources and coupling sites. Digital communication sys-
tems, such as those that use Ethernet, are a common
source, but it is not always easy to keep them away from
sensitive systems.
When electrostatic fields are generated inside of the
vacuum chambers, they may couple directly to the test
masses. Electrostatic fields may also couple to control
signals at locations where shielding is imperfect, like
connectors. Investigations have suggested that certain
sources couple through periodically modulated electro-
static fields, although this mechanism has not been un-
equivocally demonstrated.
C. Mechanical coupling
Thermally-excited high Q-factor resonances of the
wires suspending optics have produced problematic lines
for the CW searches by vibrating the suspended optics,
which causes modulation of interferometer light, and thus
couples optically to the GW strain channel. The precise
frequencies of secondary suspensions may not be known
in advance. Most other mechanical components are low
Q-factor by design, and the broad lines that they produce
typically only degrade search sensitivity for CW signals.
Mechanical systems that are controlled by clocks, like
stepping motors or some fans, might have Q-factors that
are high enough to be problematic, but these have not
been among the sources that we have found.
D. Data acquisition artifacts and non-linear
coupling
We have observed lines and combs produced by alias-
ing of high-frequency spectral artifacts, as well as arti-
facts from digital-to-analog converters. Additionally, we
have observed inter-modulation products between lines
of known or unknown sources during certain periods of
data collection. It is also likely that we have observed
combs produced by occasional errors in transmission of
digitized data within the data acquisition system. The
fundamental frequency of the comb is determined by the
frequency (e.g., 16 Hz) of a process associated with the
error.
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FIG. 4. Average amplitude spectral density plots for the L1 (plots (a) and (b)) and H1 (plots (c) and (d)) detectors during
O1 (red trace) and O2 (blue trace). Each individual amplitude spectral density that contributes to the average is weighted by
the inverse square of its running median, so that those spectra with degraded sensitivity (higher amplitude spectral density)
are de-weighted (contributing less) in the final average. (a) and (c): data in the most sensitive frequency band of the LIGO
detectors 20 Hz–2 kHz. (b) and (d): data in the low frequency region from 20 Hz to 120 Hz.
V. DATA ANALYSIS TOOLS
In this section we briefly describe some data analysis
tools used to monitor and analyze the data quality for
persistent gravitational wave searches.
A. Fscan
Fscan is a tool that finds and monitors spectral
lines [48]. It uses data from the GW strain channel
and hundreds of auxiliary channels for each detector,
and it produces “Short Fourier Transforms” (SFTs) of
1800-s-long data segments. Fscan produces two differ-
ent types of graphs: it averages the daily SFTs (with
a maximum of 48 SFTs) to produce normalized power
spectra in bands of default 100-Hz width and frequency
binning of 1/1800 Hz for each channel, and it produces
spectrograms with averaging of adjacent frequency bins
(default bin resolution of 0.1 Hz). In the absence of non-
Gaussian artifacts, the normalized spectra should be flat
with random fluctuations about an expectation value of
one, where the underlying statistical distribution would
be χ2 with a number of degrees of freedom equal to twice
the number of SFTs used to construct the spectra. Fig-
ure 5 shows an example of these two types of plots. Thou-
8sands of such graphs are generated automatically each
day for each observatory from the GW strain channel
and auxiliary channels, to provide a reference archive for
line investigations.
In addition, the strain channel SFTs are used to pro-
duce (unwhitened) inverse-noise-weighted spectral aver-
ages for each day and cumulative from the start of the run
through that day. The inverse noise weighting is meant
to mimic the weightings used in many CW searches [40],
which weight more heavily those time spans with better
sensitivity. Comparing such spectral averages with arith-
metic averages also allows rapid identification of non-
stationary line artifacts.
B. FineTooth
FineTooth is a set of tools to help identify combs and
monitor them over time. It is comprised of a plotting
tool, a tracker for known combs, and a comb finding
tool. The plotting tool creates interactive browser-based
plots using the Python library Bokeh, allowing the user
to overlay combs and lines and easily explore spectral
features, as shown in figure 6. The tracker accepts a list
of known combs and a list of channels, and then draws
from Fscan data to create plots showing the historical
strength of each comb in each channel. The comb find-
ing tool searches for common spacings between peaks of
comparable heights, generating a list of potential comb
candidates to be vetted by the user.
During observing runs, the FineTooth tracker is run
daily on a series of magnetometer channels which typ-
ically witness noise in nearby electronics, as well as on
daily and run-cumulative spectra from the GW strain
channel, providing a summary page for data quality
checks and a tool for rapid investigation of specific combs.
The comb finding and plotting tools are also used to pro-
vide an alert for new combs appearing in the cumulative
spectrum mid-run, and to aid in comb identification for
the purpose of generating vetted noise line lists.
C. NoEMi
NoEMi (Noise frequency Event Miner) is a tool used
for line monitoring and as a line database [31]. It runs
daily and weekly, using data from the GW strain channel
and several auxiliary channels, calculating FFTs with 1
mHz resolution. It creates time-frequency diagrams from
the peaks found in the spectra; the program also calcu-
lates the persistency of the lines (number of peaks in
that frequency bin divided by the number of FFTs) and
their critical ratio (difference between the peak ampli-
tude and the mean value of the spectrum, divided by
the spectrum standard deviation). The persistency helps
to identify loud stationary lines, while the critical ratio
helps to identify non-stationary lines lacking persistency.
NoEMi can provide the starting and end times of a
line in the data. It can also follow wandering lines, by al-
lowing some change in frequency between different time
periods. NoEMi looks for coincidences (lines with the
same frequency) between the GW channel and the other
channels, calculating a value between 0 and 1 to quantify
the probability of coincidence for each different auxiliary
channel. This automated coincidence monitoring is espe-
cially valuable when searching for causes of line artifacts
seen in the GW strain channel.
D. Coherence
Searches for an SGWB are done by cross-correlating
the strain channel data in two detectors in the frequency
domain [25, 44, 46, 47]. Depending on the source model
considered, SGWB searches can be broadband, where the
signal is spread over a range of frequencies, or narrow-
band, where the signal is concentrated in a narrow fre-
quency band. Additionally, SGWB searches can either
target specific sky directions using the time-delay be-
tween detectors, or integrate over a range of physical time
delays assuming the source is isotropically distributed or
otherwise extended on the sky.
If there is a source of noise that is coherent between
the two detectors then it will show up as an excess in the
cross-correlation. We must therefore cross-check our GW
data streams with local environmental channels to verify
that any excess in our cross-correlation statistic is not
due to a local source of noise. We do this by calculating
the coherence between a GW data stream and many local
environmental monitoring channels. We also monitor the
coherence between our two GW data streams with no
phase shifts.
We define the coherence as the normalized product of
the Fourier transform of two data channels, s˜1(f) and
s˜2(f):
C(f) =
|s˜∗1(f)s˜2(f)|2
|s˜1(f)|2|s˜2(f)|2 .
If the detector outputs s˜1,2(fi) are uncorrelated Gaussian
random variables, then the coherence follows an exponen-
tial distribution
P (C) = Ne−CN ,
where N = Tδf is the number of time segments used to
compute the coherence, T is the observation time, and
δf is the frequency bin width. Frequency bins with a
large coherence between two detectors can be identified
by looking at outliers of a histogram of coherences.
1. Coherence between strain data of two GW detectors
The coherence spectrum is monitored between the
two spatially separated LIGO detectors, and any ex-
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FIG. 5. Typical plots produced by Fscan: (a) shows a spectrogram of one day (23 April 2017) of Hanford strain data (with
color-coded amplitude); (b) shows the corresponding daily averaged normalized power versus the frequency.
FIG. 6. A screenshot showing the comb plotting feature of FineTooth, on a run-averaged spectrum from Hanford in O2.
cess in this spectrum at individual frequencies is fol-
lowed up. Typically, we monitor the time-integrated co-
herence spectrum on day, week, month, and “full run”
time-scales. This allows us to try to narrow down spe-
cific times when inter-site coherence between GW chan-
nels is higher. Any loud, narrow frequency lines is also
followed up. The follow-up is done by searching for a
similar excess coherence at the same frequency in the co-
herence spectrum of a GW strain data channel with a
local environmental monitor of the same detector. Any
excess coherence between a strain data channel and a
local environmental monitor that is expected to be in-
dependent of the strain data channel is enough to sug-
gest that the inter-site coherence is likely caused by a
non-astrophysical source of noise. In figure 7, we show
a coherence spectrum made from computing the coher-
ence over all of O1 between the Hanford and Livingston
strain data channels. We also show the distribution of
coherences for all 1 mHz bins in the band 20-200 Hz.
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FIG. 7. Coherent lines in O1. In the left panel, the coherence spectrum is shown between Hanford and Livingston detectors in
the frequency band 10-200 Hz with 1 mHz resolution measured over the full O1 data run. The horizontal dashed line shows the
expected mean value of the coherence based on uncorrelated Gaussian noise. Individual frequency bins where the coherence
rises above the noise floor indicate strongly coherent lines. In the right panel, the distribution of coherences in each frequency
bin is shown, compared to the behavior expected for uncorrelated Gaussian noise, in the frequency band 20-200 Hz with 1 mHz
resolution. Red bins show the raw coherence. Loud lines and are followed up by studying the coherence between the GW
and auxiliary channels to determine if the correlation has a terrestrial origin, as described in section VII B. Blue bins are the
resulting distribution of the frequency bins after notching lines known to have known terrestrial origin.
2. Coherence between GW and local monitoring data
streams
We use a Python-based tool to compute and monitor
coherence between the GW and auxiliary channels, that
is essentially unchanged since the initial detector era [48].
The tool computes the Fast Fourier Transforms of each
strain data and auxiliary channel and stores those inter-
mediate data products locally. It then uses those files
to compute the coherence, thereby significantly reducing
the I/O relative to a system which computed these files in
a single step (by a factor of ∼N where N is the number
of channels). A follow-up program searches for signifi-
cant lines based on absolute thresholds on the coherence
value as well as exceeding thresholds based by excess co-
herence relative to that expected from Gaussian noise.
The nominal configuration uses 1024 s segments, chosen
to be sensitive to lines with mHz resolution. This config-
uration runs automatically on a weekly basis on the data
available at each detector.
More specifically, the coherence tool used for following
up inter-site GW strain channel coherence uses coherence
spectra between each strain data channel and many local
environment channels which have been integrated over
week-long time scales. For every observing week, the co-
herences between the strain data channel and thousands
of auxiliary channels (pertaining to the interferometer
operation, as well as physical and environmental mon-
itors) are calculated. The data used for the coherence
tool has bin size of 1/1024 Hz, and maximum frequency
of 1024 Hz due to the data acquisition rate limits of the
environmental monitors. To study a noise source, we
need the frequencies of the noise and the resolution with
which the noise is identified. Then the tool checks the co-
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FIG. 8. Follow-up of a coherent 8 Hz comb seen in O2 using
the coherence tool. The harmonics of the comb are marked
with a dashed black line. The auxiliary channel used to make
this plot is a monitor of the power mains at Livingston.
herences from all weeks and all environmental monitors
within the range of noise resolution around the frequency.
If excessive coherence is found in the domain, we plot the
coherence in that range for further, manual examination.
If the correlation with the noise is confirmed, the channel
is identified and reported. An example of coherence be-
tween a monitor of the power mains and the GW channel
at Livingston is shown in figure 8 and illustrates a visible
8 Hz comb.
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3. Sub-threshold combs in coherence data
For broadband stochastic searches, the final cross-
correlation statistic includes an integration over fre-
quency. While we would like to remove obvious excess
coherence, there are also cases where “sub-threshold”
combs will integrate to give a broadband excess in co-
herence. By this we mean there is no obvious single fre-
quency that exceeds the typical levels of noise, but there
is a set of frequencies with a specific spacing that, when
summed together, gives something larger than expected
if same number of bins were chosen from random noise
and summed. To deal with this issue we have developed
a “comb-finder” tool which sums the power over many
possible tooth-spacings and offsets and checks whether
that sum is larger than expected.
To calculate the significance of the combined power of
a set of discrete frequency bins fi representing a comb, we
calculate the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) from the cross-
correlation estimator Yˆ (fi) and the associated standard
deviation σY (fi) [41, 43]. The optimal way to combine
these statistics is using a weighted sum (as described in
[43, 45] for combining segments). For a comb with N
teeth, the combined statistic becomes
Yˆ Ncomb =
∑N
i Yˆiσ
−2
Yi∑N
i σ
−2
Yi
(1)
σNYcomb =
[∑N
i σ
−2
Yi
]−1/2
. (2)
The subscript indicates the discrete frequency bin fi so
that, for example, Yˆi = Yˆ (fi).
We can define a specific comb by the offset of the first
bin from the start of the search band and the frequency
spacing between the teeth. The offset number of bins m
and spacing n determine which frequency bins contribute
to the comb in question. For a search over a given fre-
quency band ∆f = fmax − fmin, with a frequency res-
olution of df , the number of teeth in a comb with bin
spacing n will be given by N = 1 + floor
[
∆f
n
]
. We
define the combined SNR statistic as
Sm,n = Yˆ
(m,n)
comb
σ
(m,n)
Ycomb
=
∑N
i Yˆ (fm+ni)σ
−2
Y (fm+ni)[∑N
i σ
−2
Y (fm+ni)
]1/2 . (3)
Figure 9 shows an example output of the comb-finder
tool demonstrating the 1 Hz comb found during O1. Ex-
cess SNR is visible at regular 1 Hz spacings and offsets
of 0.5 Hz.
E. Folding studies
Most line investigations are carried out in the fre-
quency domain, but a tool has also been developed
to look directly at periodicity in time-domain data,
since some spectral combs arise from periodic transient
glitches. The folding tool splits a long segment of data
FIG. 9. Example output of the comb-finder. White pixels
indicate strong SNR. The loudest pixels indicate a coherent
1 Hz comb with 0.5 Hz offset identified during O1.
into short segments (typically a few seconds in length,
corresponding to some periodicity of interest, e.g. 1/δf
or 1/fo for a comb) and averages the segments together
to produce a summary plot. The data folding tool can
generate daily, monthly, and full-run plots, with or with-
out a band-pass filter applied. Band-pass filtering often
makes periodicity more easily visible.
Folded data can reveal features of the periodic struc-
tures underlying spectral combs, making it useful for
spotting changes that may not be evident in the spec-
trum. It is typically most effective for magnetometer
channels (see, for example, figure 11), where periodicity
is stronger than in the GW data channel, but on oc-
casion periodic transients have been visible in the GW
strain channel as well, most notably from blinking light
emitting diodes (LEDs), as discussed below.
VI. RESULTS
In this section, we describe examples of particular noise
sources that were mitigated between the O1 and O2 data
runs, or during the O2 run. For each noise source, a
plot showing the improvement of the spectrum in the
respective frequencies is also presented.
When a new feature in the detector strain data channel
is discovered by using the tools mentioned in the previous
section, additional investigations to identify the source of
the noise are performed:
1. Determine the Q-factor of the line affecting the
search. This helps identify the source and type
of equipment that is producing the line. If the
Q-factor is above 106, the source is likely to be
precision-clocked electronics components, or equip-
ment that is synchronized to GPS. Typical inexpen-
sive clock chips in electronic devices have Q-factors
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of ∼105, though the Q-factors of newer inexpen-
sive chips may be higher. Lines from equipment
using 60 Hz timing from the mains, have Q-factors
of roughly 103. The Q-factors of LIGO suspension
wire resonances vary, but many of the secondary
optics are in the range of a few × 105.
2. Identify and investigate any transitions in line am-
plitudes. If there are sudden changes in amplitude
of the lines, it is often helpful to examine instru-
ment logs for correlated changes in instrumentation
or software.
3. Search for lines of the same frequency in the fixed
magnetometer signals. If the line is found, it may
help localize the cause. However, even if the fre-
quency detected by the magnetometer may match
the instrumental line, it may not be the cause.
The probability of incorrect attribution is higher
for lines that are at integer frequency values and
are synchronized to GPS.
4. For lines that are detected in magnetometer chan-
nels, the location of the source can often be further
narrowed by moving around a portable magnetome-
ter to maximize the line amplitude.
5. Search for lines in auxiliary channels, especially er-
ror signals for secondary optical cavities. The lines
for many secondary optic suspensions will have
higher signal-to-noise ratios in auxiliary channels
than in the GW data channel.
6. Search for LEDs flashing at the frequency of the
lines. The periodic current drawn for the LED may
cause the coupling by modulating power supply or
ground voltages.
7. Temporarily shut down equipment in the candidate
area, when possible, as a test. This is especially
helpful if a line is stronger in a magnetometer sig-
nal than in the interferometer signal because the
magnetometer can be used to more rapidly evalu-
ate the effect of shutting down the equipment.
A. 1 Hz with 0.5 Hz offset comb (Blinking LEDs)
A strong comb with 1 Hz spacing and 0.5 Hz offset was
observed throughout the O1 run. Initial tests showed
coherence between the strain channel and several mag-
netometer channels in the electronics bays at the corner
station and at the end of both arms. Follow-up studies
using portable magnetometers found that the comb was
loud around nearly all electronics, but particularly near
equipment associated with the timing system.
The master and slave components of this timing sys-
tem have LED indicators that draw power in a 2 s period
square wave, which would produce a Fourier series consis-
tent with the observed comb. The slave cards were first
FIG. 10. Comparison of noise-weighted averaged ASD using
H1 data from 5 January 2016 to 10 January 2016 (blue trace,
blinking LEDs on) with noise-weighted averaged ASD from
12 December 2016 to 17 December 2016 (red trace, blinking
LEDs off). The 1 Hz comb with 0.5 Hz offset is clearly reduced
in the second period.
placed on separate power supplies at both end stations
and the corner station. This action did not, however,
reduce the strength of the comb in the strain channel.
Instead of replacing the power supply for the master sys-
tem, a different approach was taken, and the firmware
was updated to stop the LEDs from flashing. Shortly
after this change, folding studies showed improvements
in the 1 Hz periodic structures in magnetometer chan-
nels. Subsequent longer-term studies showed the change
was successful in reducing the comb strength by a factor
of about 10, as shown in figure 10. Another measure of
mitigation can be seen in a comparison of folded data
for a particular (arbitrarily chosen) magnetometer chan-
nel at LIGO Hanford Observatory between one month in
the O1 data run and one month in the O2 data run, as
shown in figure 11; the transients with 2 s periodicity are
greatly reduced in magnitude (but not eliminated).
B. 8 Hz / 16 Hz comb (OMC length dither)
The Output Mode Cleaner (OMC) is an optical cavity
used to clean the recombined light that returns from the
arms of the interferometer. The length of this cavity is
controlled by two piezo-electric transducers, which adjust
the length of the cavity and “dither” (modulate) this
length with a given frequency. The power observed in the
photodiodes is proportional to the square of the cavity
length variation, which is proportional to different up-
conversion and down-conversion factors coming from the
beating of different noise lines and the dither line.
During the O1 run, a strong and pervasive 8-Hz comb
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FIG. 11. Comparison of folded magnetometer data (arbitrary channel with ADC count units) between one month in the O1
run and one month in the O2 run. In each panel, the top graph shows the averaged data from the folding of 8 s intervals,
the middle graphs show the power spectrum from the top graph, full-band on left and 10-50 Hz on the right (relevant to
interferometer contamination), and the bottom graph is the inverse Fourier transform of the spectral data after removing bins
outside of 10-50 Hz. The left panel shows results for October 2015 (O1), and the right panel shows results for December 2016
(O2). The magnitude of the glitches with 2 s periodicity is greatly reduced on the right, following mitigation of blinking LEDs
after the O1 run.
was observed in Hanford strain data, with especially
strong even harmonics, making it appear to be a 16 Hz
comb in much of the detection band [32]. In February
2016, following the O1 run, the frequency of the OMC
dither line was changed in order to see if the spacing of
the observed 8 Hz / 16 Hz comb would change [33]. When
the frequency was changed from 4100 Hz to 4100.21 Hz,
the dominant comb changed from a 16 Hz spacing to
a 16.84 Hz spacing, consistent with a dependence on the
difference between the dither frequency and 4096 Hz (1/4
of channel sampling frequency). The cause of this beat
was traced down to a too-coarse digitization used in the
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) for the dither actua-
tion. Increasing the digital input by a factor of 100 and
applying a compensating analog 100× suppression elim-
inated the comb.
A seemingly different but related phenomenon was ob-
served in the O1 Livingston data, namely a strong and
pervasive pattern of lines with frequencies composed of
integer combinations (positive or negative coefficients) of
22.7 Hz and 25.6 Hz. Following the O1 run, a test to
reduce the OMC length dither amplitude by a factor of
two greatly reduced the 22.7 / 25.6 Hz lines. Further
investigation uncovered another non-optimum DAC in-
put configuration for the 4800.1 Hz dither. Fixing the
digitization choice eliminated the lines.
Since the non-optimized digitization for the OMC
length dither for both interferometers created lines that
contaminated the entire 2 kHz spectra shown in figure 4,
the dominant difference between the O1 and O2 spectral
lines seen in the left panels of the figure is due to the
mitigation of the dither-induced lines. Most of the other
mitigations described here mainly affected the right pan-
els of figure 4.
C. 11.111 Hz comb (Vacuum sensors)
A 11.111 Hz comb was found at the beginning of May
2017 in the Hanford O2 data. After some investigations
with a portable magnetometer, it was found that this
comb was present around cables from the 24 V power sup-
ply that powered one of the Electrostatic Drives (ESD),
which control the test mass positions and so are one of
the most sensitive components in the system. The com-
ponents powered by the cables from this supply were
checked, and a strong 11.111 Hz magnetic field was de-
tected near a vacuum sensor.
A laboratory test confirmed that the communication
frequency between this type of sensor and its computer
controller was 11.111 Hz, and that the LED on the sen-
sor flashed at this frequency. The other vacuum sensors
at this station were powered by separate supplies but
this sensor had been connected to the ESD power supply
in error. Placing the sensor on the proper power sup-
ply eliminated the comb from the GW strain channel as
shown in figure 12.
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FIG. 12. Comparison of noise-weighted averaged ASD using H1 data from 8 March 2017 to 8 May 2017 (blue trace, vacuum
sensors sharing ESD power supplies) with noise-weighted averaged ASD from 8 June 2017 to 25 August 2017 (red trace, vacuum
sensors not sharing ESD power supplies). The 11.111 Hz comb is gone in the second period, as we can see when we look at the
harmonics 2, 3, 4 and 5, shown in the four panels by a black dashed line.
D. Near-2 Hz with 1 Hz offset comb (CPS timing
fanout)
A strong comb with near-2 Hz spacing was first noted
in the Hanford GW strain channel during the O1 run,
and seen again during the engineering run preceding O2.
High-resolution spectra were used to measure the spacing
of the comb more accurately, to 1.999951 Hz, with teeth
visible on odd-integer multiples from ∼9 to ∼175 Hz. It
was not possible to identify from the GW strain channel
alone the date on which the comb first appeared because
the detector was oﬄine for an extended period in the
spring of 2016.
Fortunately, the same comb was clearly visible in a
magnetometer channel at the End X station, which was
collecting data during the detector downtime. Magne-
tometer data showed the comb appearing on 14 March
2016. Detector logs showed that work was done at End X
on that same date: specifically, on the capacitive position
sensor (CPS) interface chassis. The CPS interface chas-
sis was in the same electronics rack as the electrostatic
drive (ESD), with which it shared a power supply. Since
the ESD drives the end test mass directly, this provided
a likely coupling mechanism for the comb.
Coincidentally, a temporary magnetometer had re-
cently been placed near the ESD, as part of a tran-
sient glitch investigation. This magnetometer showed
the comb even more clearly than the permanent mag-
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FIG. 13. Comparison of noise-weighted averaged ASD using
L1 data from 14 May 2016 (blue trace, CPS timing fanout on)
with noise-weighted averaged ASD from 8 June 2017 to 25
August 2017 (red trace, CPS timing fanout off). The ∼ 2 Hz
comb with 1 Hz offset is mitigated in the second period.
netometer initially used for tracking. This provided solid
evidence for the physical location of the coupling. The
CPS timing fanout was subsequently reprogrammed, and
powered on an alternate power supply, one isolated from
the ESD, which mitigated the comb, as can be seen in
figure 13.
E. 0.5 Hz / 2.24 Hz comb (remote control chassis)
A pervasive comb in Livingston strain data was ob-
served throughout early O2 with two spacings: one near
0.5 Hz and the other near 2.24 Hz [34]. Magnetometer
data indicated the comb was associated with controller
chassis used for remote control operations of equipment.
In particular, the controller turns on and off an illumi-
nator used in the vacuum chamber. While this illumi-
nator is off during normal operations, it was found that
disconnecting the Ethernet and power cables from the
remote-control chassis mitigated the comb. For the re-
mainder of O2, the illuminator control remained discon-
nected. Figure 14 compares two different periods, show-
ing the improvement in the amplitude spectral density
when the illuminator was turned off. The particular cou-
pling mechanism between the remote-control chassis and
the GW channel was not determined, but a similar sys-
tem at Hanford did not appear to couple.
F. 1 Hz with 0.25 and 0.5 Hz offsets comb (digital
camera Ethernet adapter)
Digital cameras are mounted on the vacuum enclo-
sures near glass view-ports to allow for imaging of in-
FIG. 14. Comparison of noise-weighted averaged ASD using
L1 data from 23 January 2017 to 30 January 2017 (blue trace,
remote control chassis on) with noise-weighted averaged ASD
from 1 February 2017 to 8 February 2017 (red trace, remote
control chassis off). The 0.5 Hz / 2.24 Hz comb is attenuated
in the second period.
vacuum interferometer end mirrors. These cameras can
be operated remotely using a network Ethernet adapter
connection. Normally, these adapters remain off dur-
ing normal operations. From 14 March 2017 through
18 April 2017, however, these were inadvertently left on
after routine maintenance activities [35]. Unfortunately,
with these adapters on, detector data was found to have
low-level, but nevertheless detrimental contamination for
CW and stochastic searches. After turning off these Eth-
ernet adapters, a mitigation of observed 1 Hz combs with
0.25 Hz and 0.5 Hz offsets was achieved, as can be seen
in figure 15. While the coupling mechanism is not cer-
tain, the possibilities include cross talk between cables
and modulation of grounds. In any case, we believe it il-
lustrates the dangers of digital signals near sensitive sys-
tems.
G. 86 Hz line (Pcal high frequency injections)
A line at 86 Hz was discovered the 15th of June 2017
in the Hanford GW strain data [37]. After investigat-
ing this with a coherence tool, we saw that this line was
also present in some photon calibration (Pcal) channels.
The Pcal system applies calibrated forces to the end mir-
rors and is used for interferometer output calibration [36].
The line had appeared for the first time exactly at the
same time as the frequency of a Pcal high frequency injec-
tion at 5950 Hz was changed. Turning off this injection
made the line in the GW channel disappear, as can be
seen in figure 16.
While the coupling mechanism remains unclear, a
working hypothesis is that the data acquisition system
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FIG. 15. Comparison of noise-weighted averaged ASD using
H1 data from 14 March 2017 to 18 April 2017 (blue trace,
Ethernet camera adapter on) with noise-weighted averaged
ASD from 19 April 2017 to 20 June 2017 (red trace, Ethernet
camera adapter off). The 1 Hz comb with 0.5 and 0.25 Hz
offsets is gone in the second period.
FIG. 16. Comparison of noise-weighted averaged ASD us-
ing data H1 from 8 June 2017 to 15 June 2017 (blue trace,
PCAL high-frequency injection on) with noise-weighted aver-
aged ASD from 14 July 2017 to 17 August 2017 (red trace,
PCAL high-frequency injection off). The 86 Hz line has dis-
appeared in the second period.
down-converts the high frequency injection to low fre-
quency lines. A phenomenological equation to predict the
frequency of the lines was derived: fline = 2
16 − finj ∗ n,
where finj is the frequency of the injection and n is the
nth harmonic (the observed line was the 11th harmonic).
This equation was tested changing the frequency of the
injections, and it predicted correctly the frequency of the
lines. After discovering this, a similar line, also produced
by down-conversion, was observed in the Livingston GW
strain channel at 119.9 Hz [38]. Down-converted lines
due to photon calibrator actuation do not appear appre-
ciably in the GW spectrum above ∼150 Hz because the
force-to-length transfer function decays as f−2.
VII. PRODUCING A LIST OF KNOWN LINES
AND COMBS
In this section we briefly describe how lists of known
instrumental lines are generated for each observing run.
Different approaches are followed by the CW group and
the SGWB group, because the stochastic searches are
only affected by lines that are coherent between both
detectors i.e. have the same frequency, whereas CW
searches are also affected by lines present in only one
detector.
The Appendix includes tables summarizing lines and
combs that were found in the O1 and O2 data sets, lines
deemed safe to veto a priori in searches.
A. List of known lines and combs for CW searches
Searches for CWs, such as recent all-sky searches for
unknown isolated sources [40], typically use a list of
known lines and combs to veto frequency bands prior to
running the searches or, afterward, for vetoing outliers.
We summarize here the procedure used to generate these
lists.
We begin by generating Tukey-windowed short Fourier
transforms (SFTs), using the standard FFT code that is
part of the LALSuite library [39]. We generate 7200-s-
long SFTs for each detector covering all of the observing
run time, because those are the lengths of the longest
SFTs used in O1 semi-coherent searches based on sum-
ming SFT powers. Then, we compute the inverse-noise-
weighted average of the SFTs as described in section V A.
The lines are found by visual inspection of the spec-
trum. Features that appear to be above the neighboring
noise level are noted for further inspection. Since, in prin-
ciple, a narrowband astrophysical source might appear in
the spectrum, this initial list is not regarded as safe for
line vetoing or cleaning.
After this first pass, we try to correlate the found
lines with other channels using the coherence and NoEMi
tools, we check which lines belong to previous known
combs using the FineTooth tool (and try to find new
combs in the data), and we find the lines produced by
known sources like the power mains, the calibration lines,
and the mechanical resonances of the different suspen-
sions. This allows us to produce a first list with lines
that are safe to veto. This list is updated as more inves-
tigations are carried out, including detector studies and
targeted follow-up of outliers from searches.
Some lines occupy a single frequency bin, while oth-
ers occupy several bins. For the latter case, we define the
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width of the line by noting the interval for which there is a
statistically significant excess above the background level
estimated from neighboring bins. Non-stationary “wan-
dering lines” can be narrow in a particular short time
epoch, but vary in frequency over an observation run,
leading to a substantial widths in a run-averaged spec-
trum. Visual inspection is used in these studies, rather
than fully automated methods, because of the enormous
range in line widths encountered, combined with overlap-
ping line structures that challenge automated tools.
B. List of known lines and combs for SGWB
searches
Searches for an SGWB typically notch out lines of ex-
cess power due to well-known sources immediately. These
include violin modes, calibration lines, and any simulated
pulsars added by hardware injections [49]. After this, a
multi-step process is used to remove other frequency bins
from our analysis.
We begin by taking lines associated with loud coher-
ence between the Hanford and Livingston detectors. In
principle, this might include genuine GWs. However, we
then cross-check these lines against our strain-auxiliary
channel coherences. If we find excess coherence at the
same frequency in strain-strain coherence as a strain-
auxiliary channel coherence, then we remove this fre-
quency from all cross-correlation based analyses. Often
these lines are associated with electronics, and so we see
coherence with magnetometers or mains monitors. This
is the case for the 8 Hz comb shown Figure 8.
If we do see coherence in our strain-strain measure-
ment but not in any of our strain-auxiliary channel co-
herence measurements, then we might employ different
strategies depending on the search being performed. For
broadband searches that integrate over frequency and the
signal model is a power-law in frequency, we might re-
move these lines. They are not consistent with the pro-
posed signal model. However, for directed, narrow-band
searches that look for signals in each individual frequency
bin, we might still consider these frequencies in our analy-
sis. Given that these cross-correlation-based searches are
for a known direction and the Doppler shift for a source
from that direction due to the motion of the Earth is
known, high frequency excess coherence in one single bin
is often inconsistent with the signal model for a persis-
tent source in that direction. Therefore, we often re-
move frequency bins in cases where there is a single very
loud frequency bin at a resolution much smaller the ex-
pected Doppler broadening of a signal from the direction
in which we are looking. This is the case for many of the
single frequencies marked ”Unknown” in Table III.
Finally, we employ the comb-finder described in sec-
tion V D 3 to find any obvious combs in our data that
might not be evident from excess power statistics, but
might be prevalent enough to cause excess broadband
signal in our final detection statistic. If we find con-
vincing evidence for a comb then we remove all potential
comb teeth from the analysis. The comb finder was used
to notch a 1 Hz comb in O1, as shown in Figure 9.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the methods used for iden-
tification of narrow spectral artifacts caused by non-
astrophysical disturbances. These efforts benefit searches
for persistent gravitational wave signals by identifying
those frequency bands affected by such disturbances.
Some artifacts are caused by sources that can be miti-
gated. Several examples of such mitigation efforts have
been presented. While some of the most pervasive combs
have been reduced or mitigated, the causes of other ar-
tifacts remain unknown (see figure 4 and tables in the
appendix).
Between the second and third Advanced LIGO observ-
ing runs, a series of upgrades and other improvements are
under way, in order to bring the detectors closer to their
design sensitivities. As detector noise is reduced, other,
previously unseen lines and combs are likely to become
apparent, requiring further identification and mitigation
efforts. In addition, as described in this article, detec-
tor maintenance activities can inadvertently create new
spectral artifacts. Careful monitoring of the data will
continue to be required in order to prevent contamina-
tion of long epochs of detector data. Mitigating narrow
spectral artifacts will also be needed well into the ad-
vanced gravitational wave detector era.
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Appendix: Known lines and combs for O1 and O2
We present a table of lines and a table of combs for the
O1 and O2 data runs, with a description of the source
of the noise in each case for which it is known1. Table I
shows a list of O1 and O2 combs that have been identified
at the time of this writing, while table II shows a list of
O1 and O2 single lines which do not belong to any known
comb.
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1.0000 0.0000 20-140/20-125 Unknown L1/H1 O2
1.0000* 15.7487 0-13 Unknown L1 O1
1.0000 16.0000 0-94 Unknown H1 O1
1.0000 8.5000 0-136 Blinking LEDs in timing system H1 O1
1.0000 0.1000 1238-1416 Unknown L1 O2
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11.985395 0.0000 1-22 Unknown L1 O1
19.07328 9.53672 1-7 Unknown H1 O2
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31.4127 0.0000 1-2 Unknown H1 O1
31.4149 0.0000 1-2 Unknown H1 O1
56.840557 0.0000 1-7 Unknown H1 O1
60.0000 0.0000 1-9 Power mains H1/L1 O1/O2
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99.9987 0.0000 1-7 Unknown H1 O2
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TABLE I. All identified combs at the time of this writing during O1 and O2 that appeared in the run-averaged spectra (spacings
marked with a * produced more than one comb with different offsets and showing at different harmonics). The frequencies of
the teeth of a comb are given by: fn = fo + n ∗ δf , where fo is given by the second column, δf is given by the first column
and n is given by the third column. Most of the identified combs are from unknown origin and have not been eliminated at the
time of this writing.
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Freq. (Hz) Description Detector Run
28.6100 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1/O2
29.8019 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1/O2
35.7048 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1/O2
35.7065 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1/O2
35.7624 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1/O2
35.7628 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1/O2
35.9000 Calibration H1 O1/O2
36.7000 Calibration H1 O1/O2
37.3000 Calibration H1 O1/O2
44.7029 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1
59.5110 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1
59.5229 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1
74.5049 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1
83.3155 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1
89.4060 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1
99.9790 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1/O2
104.3068 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) H1 O1
299.60 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
302.22 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
303.31 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
331.9000 Calibration H1 O1/O2
495-513 Test mass violin mode region H1 O1/O2
599.14 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
599.42 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
604.49 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
606.67 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
898.78 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
899.24 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
906.83 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
910.10 Beam-splitter violin mode H1 O1/O2
986-1014 Test mass violin mode region H1 O1/O2
1083.7000 Calibration H1 O1/O2
1456-1488 Test mass violin mode region H1 O1/O2
1922-1959 Test mass violin mode region H1 O1/O2
Freq. (Hz) Description Detector Run
22.7000 Calibration L1 O2
23.3000 Calibration L1 O2
23.9000 Calibration L1 O2
31.5118 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) L1 O1
33.7000 Calibration L1 O1
34.7000 Calibration L1 O1
35.3000 Calibration L1 O1
35.7064 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) L1 O1
35.7632 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) L1 O1
39.7632 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) L1 O1
99.9775 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) L1 O1
100.0000 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) L1 O1
100.0020 Coherent with safe PEM channel(s) L1 O1
306.20 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
307.34 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
307.50 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
315.10 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
331.3000 Calibration L1 O1/O2
333.33 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
497-520 Test mass violin mode region L1 O1/O2
615.03 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
629.89 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
630.17 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
630.39 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
918.76 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
926.63 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
945.35 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
945.72 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
991-1030 Test mass violin mode region L1 O1/O2
1083.1000 Calibration L1 O1/O2
1225.20 Beam-splitter violin mode L1 O1/O2
1457-1512 Test mass violin mode region L1 O1/O2
1922-1990 Test mass violin mode region L1 O1/O2
TABLE II. Some known lines from O1 and O2 which do not belong to any found comb. Many more lines are found in the
run-averaged spectra, but only lines from known origin or also found in other channels are reported as being safe to veto by
the astrophysical searches.
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Line or Comb Frequency (Hz) Description
Comb Offset 0.5 Hz, Spacing 1 Hz 1 Hz comb
Comb Offset 0 Hz, Spacing 16 Hz 16 Hz comb
Comb Offset 60 Hz, Spacing 1 Hz Power mains
Line 20.22 Unknown
Line 20.40 Unknown
Line 23.36 Unknown
Line 24.25 Unknown
Line 25.00 Unknown
Line 26.17 Unknown
Line 30.00 Unknown
Line 47.69 Unknown
Line 100.00 Unknown
Line 453.32 Unknown
Line 1352.90 Unknown
Line 34.7 Calibration (L1)
Line 35.3 Calibration (L1)
Line 36.7 Calibration (H1)
Line 37.3 Calibration (H1)
Line 331.3 Calibration (L1)
Line 331.9 Calibration (H1)
Line 1083.1 Calibration (L1)
Line 1083.7 Calibration (H1)
Line 3001.1 Calibration (L1)
Line 3001.3 Calibration (H1)
Line 480-520 Violin mode first harmonic region
Line 960-1040 Violin mode second harmonic region
Line 1455-1540 Violin mode third harmonic region
Line 1200-1300 Wandering line at Hanford
Line 12.43 Pulsar injection
Line 26.34 Pulsar injection
Line 31.42-31.43 Pulsar injection
Line 38.43-38.51 Pulsar injection
Line 52.80-52.81 Pulsar injection
Line 108.85-108.87 Pulsar injection
Line 146.11-146.21 Pulsar injection
Line 190.95-191.09 Pulsar injection
Line 575.11-575.22 Pulsar injection
Line 265.55-265.60 Pulsar injection
Line 763.77-763.92 Pulsar injection
Line 848.88-849.06 Pulsar injection
Line 1220.43-1220.68 Pulsar injection
Line 1393.23-1393.79 Pulsar injection
TABLE III. Notch list used in SGWB searches for O1. This table lists the frequencies which were not analyzed in SGWB searches
in O1 because they were determined to have strong instrumental contamination, following the procedure in section VII B. A
0.1 Hz region around each of the harmonics of the 60 Hz lines coming from the power mains was removed. Frequencies where an
injection was performed were removed: calibration lines at each site as well as frequencies with hardware injection simulating
pulsars. For the pulsar injections, we account for the Doppler shift and the spin-down of the pulsar over the course of the run.
We remove a broad band around the harmonics of the violin modes because of excess noise in these regions. We also remove
a wandering line seen at Hanford. Finally, we remove lines seen as coherent between H1 and L1 which have been determined
to contaminated with instrumental artifacts. This includes a comb with 1 Hz spacing and 0.5 Hz offset which was identified
using the comb finder.
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